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Reading – Open the pdf ‘Y3 Shared Reading Poem’ and read the poem ‘My Shadow’ by 

Robert Louis Stevenson.   Reread it several times and discuss or look up the meaning of 

any words you are unsure of.  Try to rehearse reading the poem aloud so you are ready 

to perform it to someone else tomorrow. 

 

English – Today, we will be looking at how we use apostrophes accurately for 

contraction and possession.   

A possessive apostrophe shows that something belongs to or is connected to something 

else.   

An apostrophe is also used for contraction to show when letters are missing, e.g. isn’t = 

is not, they’ll – they will, don’t = do not. 

If you’re able please watch the clip https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmq9kmn 

Then complete the ‘Y3 English Apostrophes’ Activity. 

As a follow up activity select a page from a book you are reading and list all the words 

with apostrophes. Can you sort them into apostrophes for possession and apostrophes 

for contraction? 

 

Maths  - Today you will be looking at comparing units of length measurement.  Which 

units of measurement can you think of that measure length? Can you order these units 

from smallest to largest? 

1) If possible watch 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4nsgk7/articles/zqf4cwx 

2) If you have a ruler or tape measure at home have a look at the units of 

measurement on them. 

3) Try measuring a few objects around you using any units of measurement on your 

ruler/tape measure. 

4) If able, either print or look at the ‘ Y3 Comparing lengths’ pdf pages 5-8. Too 

tricky? Have a look at pages 1-4 or if you feel like a challenge pages 9-12. Please 

only complete one set of these. 
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French - Today we would like you to remind yourself of the French vocabulary for 

family members names.  If able to please watch and complete the French online tutorial 

with Mr Innes on Youtube. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uufNle_7H94 

 

Alternatively, open the pdf ‘Y3 Family word mat’ and read the names. Can you work out 

what each word means?   

 

After, open the pdf ‘Y3 French Translation Activity’.  Can you copy and complete the 

French/English family member translations or if you’re able to; you could print and 

write them on the sheet.  As a follow up please draw the people in your family and label 

them in French.  

 

 

That’s everything for today. Well done for continuing to work so hard. 

Mrs French, Miss Havercroft, Miss Turner and Mrs Dent. 
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